a few minutes later, bursts into Quinette's shop and asks if he may have a wash. His hands, his clothes, are stained with blood. Quinette prevails upon this man to meet Mm that evening, at ten minutes to six, in the rue Saint-Antoine.
Meanwhile in the Montmartre workshop the painter Peclet executes a great decorative composition, and Wazemmes furtively reads a text-book about motor-cars. Half past eleven. Clanricard, anxious about the news of the Balkan and European crisis, goes in search of relief to his old master Sampeyre, with whom he has lunch. Noon, Wazemmes sets out for Enghien races, for the purpose of betting on behalf of his comrades in the workshop. Ger-maine Baader awakens, and thinks about her troubles, about her body, and about love* Quinette takes a turn around the district where he lives, to find out whether there is any talk about a crime committed in the neighbourhood.
Afternoon. P6det goes on with his job. Wazemmes, lounging about the racecourse, is approached by a gentleman of good appearance. In Germaine Baader's apartment they are finishing lunch. Her lover, the deputy Gurau, talks to her about the foreign situation and about his intention to ventikte the scandal of the oil interests' revenue frauds in the Chamber. In his train Jerphanion reads the paper and thinks about the time in which he lives and the idea of war which has haunted all his youth.
Half past four. M, de Champcenais, oil-dealer, on his way across the Puteaux bridge, runs into a crowd of strikers. Clanricard, on his way home from school, cannot resist quivering with some obscure kind of enthusiasm as a squadron of cavalry goes by. Little Louis Bastide sets out on a wonderful run with his hoop to the very top of the hill of Montmartre. Five o'clock. Evening begins to fall over Paris. The form, the size, of Paris. Lights. Eleven expresses speed from the depths of the provinces. Paris stifles in her ring of fortifications and her suburbs. Her centre and its palpitation,
Quinette goes to his rendezvous in the rue Saint-Antoine. He meets his man of the morning, who, by a complicated

